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R
esearch on the potential applica-
tions of single-wall carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) has grown tremendously

over the last two decades. Thin SWCNT
films, in particular, show significant promise
as transparent conductive coatings1 with
outstanding electronic, mechanical, and op-
tical properties.2�5 A particularly attractive
feature of SWCNT films is that the physical
properties can be tuned through the addi-
tion or subtraction of a relatively small
number of nanotubes. This is because the
percolation threshold for a collection of long
slender rods scales inversely with aspect
ratio,6 and hence can become exceptionally
small for very high-aspect-ratio objects like
SWCNTs. The electronic and optical proper-
ties of an individual SWCNT are dictated by
its bandstructure,7which is in turndetermined
by the chiral vector (n,m) that characterizes
the symmetry of rolling a 2Dgraphene sheet
into ahollow tube.Unfortunately, as-produced
nanotubes tend tocontainabroaddistribution
of lengths, ranging from tens of nanometers
up to thousands of micrometers, as well as a
broad mixture of the two distinct species of
electronic type, typically 1/3 metallic and 2/3
semiconducting.8 This polydispersity can
have a profound influence on the physical
properties of thin nanotube films. The cri-
tical role of nanotube aspect ratio, for exa-
mple, in dictating the percolation behavior
of thin SWCNTmembranes has recently been
demonstrated.6,9,10

Only very recently have improvements in
SWCNT sorting andpurificationmethods11�15

enabled the production of highly uniform
SWCNT ensembles with specific length and/
or electronic type distributions. Thin films
made from suchmaterials hold tremendous
potential for flexible electronics applica-
tions, including the replacement of indium
tin oxide (ITO) in liquid crystal displays and

photovoltaic devices.16Metallic SWCNTmem-
branes are among the most promising can-
didatematerials in this regard, but themech-
anical properties of these films are often
only qualitatively described as “flexible”, with
a relative lack of any quantitative metrics.
The wrinkling instability that emerges in
compressed thin films on compliant sub-
strates has emerged as a powerful tool for
characterizing the mechanical properties
of stiff membranes, and a variation on this
theme has recently been used to study the
bending mechanics17 of individual nano-
tubes.18 We recently used this approach to
study the deformation mechanics of films
assembled from length purified SWCNTs on
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ABSTRACT

The coupling between mechanical flexibility and electronic performance is evaluated for thin

films of metallic and semiconducting single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) deposited on

compliant supports. Percolated networks of type-purified SWCNTs are assembled as thin

conducting coatings on elastic polymer substrates, and the sheet resistance is measured as a

function of compression and cyclic strain through impedance spectroscopy. The wrinkling

topography, microstructure and transparency of the films are independently characterized

using optical microscopy, electron microscopy, and optical absorption spectroscopy. Thin films

made frommetallic SWCNTs show better durability as flexible transparent conductive coatings,

which we attribute to a combination of superior mechanical performance and higher

interfacial conductivity.

KEYWORDS: single-wall carbon nanotubes . metallic . semiconducting .
flexible transparent electronics
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soft polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrates.9,10 By
applying an empirical generalization of a continuum
mechanical model for thin-film wrinkling19 to a wide
range of compressed nanotube films, changes inmem-
brane elasticity and sheet resistance were linked to
strain-induced changes in microstructure and percola-
tion threshold. These data suggest a remarkable de-
gree of strain softening that couples intuitively to
the electronic transport properties of the films.9,10

A number of important issues remain unresolved,
however, regarding the microscopic origins of these
effects, such as the fundamental roles of van der Waals
interactions and electronic type in dictating the mech-
anical response of the films.
In this contribution, we consider the influence of

compressive and cyclic strain on the electronic trans-
port characteristics of type-purified nanotube mem-
branes. Percolated networks of metallic and semicon-
ducting SWCNTs are assembled as thin films on elastic
polymer substrates, and the sheet resistance is mea-
sured as a function of applied strain through impe-
dance spectroscopy. The topography, microstructure
and optical transparency of the membranes are inde-
pendently characterized using optical microscopy, elec-
tron microscopy, and optical absorption spectroscopy.
We find significant differences in the electronic man-
ifestations of thin-filmwrinklingdependingon the elec-
tronic type of the nanotubes, and we examine the
underlying mechanisms. Our results are relevant to a
number of ongoing efforts in transparent conducting
films and flexible electronic devices.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our films are assembled from purified, type-sorted
colloidal solutions of laser-ablation and electric arc
discharge SWCNTs. The samples contain a broad dis-
tribution of lengths, as detailed in the Supporting Infor-
mation. The solutions (Figure 1a) are deposited through
vacuum filtration onto porous cellulose-ester filter
paper supports and then transferred to elastic polymer
substrates by back dissolving the filter paper with
acetone. The electronic purity of the membranes is
evident in the UV�vis�NIR absorption spectra of films
deposited on quartz (Figure 1b), where the blue and
brown-green curves represent metallic and semicon-
ducting SWCNT films, respectively. There is a common
graphitic absorption feature near 300 nm correspond-
ing to the plasma frequency of the π electrons. The
metallic films show just two optical resonances, the
M22 just beyond the π-plasmon and the M11 near
600�700 nm. In contrast, the semiconducting films
show three distinct resonances, S11, S22, and S33. During
the vacuum filtration process and subsequent rinsing
to remove residual surfactant, individual SWCNTs asse-
mble into bundles of 10-to-103 nanotubes (Figure 1c).
Small-angle light scattering (SALS) from films deposited

on quartz show that the quasi-2D bundle networks
have amass fractal structure (Figure 1d), with I(q)� q�D

and a fractal dimension D ≈ 1.7 independent of
electronic type. The identical value of D suggests that
the morphology of the unperturbed networks is in-
dependent of electronic type.
The optical and electronic properties of the flexible

films are characterized here as a function of film
thickness. Three metallic films (h = 20, 28, and 41 nm)
and one semiconducting film (h = 35 nm) were created
with type-sorted aqueous colloidal solutions of elec-
tric arc SWCNTs commercially available from Nano-
Integris.20 The remaining films were assembled from
laser ablation SWCNTs type-sorted through an in-
house ultracentrifugation procedure as described else-
where21 and in the Supporting Information. Figure 2a
shows the transmission spectra of the metallic films
over the wavelength interval 530�730 nm. Laser-abla-
tion SWCNT films (denotedwith shades of cyan) exhibit
an M11 interband feature at approximately 650 nm,
while the NanoIntegris films (displayed in blue) show a
slight shift in M11 to approximately 705 nm due to the

Figure 1. (a) Mixed-type colloidal SWCNT suspension
(green) and the subsequent metallic (blue) and semicon-
ducting (brown) fractions. (b) Optical absorption spectra of
metallic (blue) and semiconducting (brown) films deposited
on quartz with indicated resonant features. The visible
spectrum and the laser line used to collect the scattering
data in Figure 1d are indicated. The insets show typical type-
sorted membranes prepared on filter paper. (c) An un-
strained semiconducting SWCNT film imaged with TEM
(250 nm scale). (d) Small-angle light scattering profiles of
type-sorted films on quartz with power-law fits as described
in the text.
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slightly larger average diameter of the electric arc
nanotubes. Transmission spectra of the semiconduct-
ing films are relatively featureless over the relevant
wavelength interval. The transmittance in Figure 2a is
plotted as a function of film thickness, h, and fit to an
exponential decay,22,23

T(h) ¼ e�Ah (1)

The extinction coefficients are A = 0.0096 ( 0.001 nm�1

for the resonant M11 metallic data (Figure 2c) and A =
0.0055 ( 0.0007 nm�1 for the semiconducting data
(650 nm, Figure 2d).
Gold electrodeswere deposited across the surface of

each film (Figure 4f) and impedance spectroscopy was
used to measure the complex sheet resistance as a
function of strain on flexible PDMS substrates. The zero-
strain sheet resistance is broken down into real and
imaginary parts as a function of frequency for metallic
and semiconducting films in Figure 3. The response is
typical of percolated conducting networks,6 with a real
part (solid) that is independent of frequency and an
imaginary part (dashed) that increases linearly with fre-
quency. The zero-strain sheet conductivity as a func-
tion of film thickness is fit to the expression24

σ(h) ¼ σ0(h=hc � 1)R (2)

where σ0 is the critical amplitude, hc is the film thick-
ness at the percolation threshold, and R is the critical
exponent. Themetallic data (Figure 3b) yield σ0 = 3.3�
10�40Ω�1 and hc = 12( 2 nmwith a critical exponent
of 0.92 ( 0.1, while the fit of the semiconducting data
(Figure 3e) yields σ0 = 7.7 x10�5 0 Ω�1 and hc = 6 (
2 nmwith a critical exponent of 1.15( 0.1. Results from
both film types are in agreement with accepted values

of the critical exponent (R ≈ 1) for percolated 2D con-
ducting networks.25�29 Film thicknesses range from
9 to 72 nm, much less than the wavelength of light,
and the transmittance as a function of sheet resistance,
Rs, is fit to the expression22,23

T(RS) ¼ 1þ 1
2RS

ffiffiffiffiffi
μ0
ε0

r
σop

σdc

 !�2

(3)

where ε0 and μ0 are the permittivity and permeability
of free space, respectively, σop is the optical conduc-
tivity, and σdc is the direct current conductivity. The
ratio σop/σdc quantifies the combined optical and elec-
tronic quality of the films. Our measurements yield
a ratio of 1.52 ( 0.3 for metallic films (Figure 3c) and
1.24( 0.3 for semiconducting films (Figure 3e). An off-
resonant (500 nm) transparency measure for the me-
tallic films gives a slightly better ratio (0.8( 0.3). All im-
pedance spectroscopy measurements reported here
were performed on compliant PDMS (E = 1.8 MPa and
ν = 0.48, where E and ν are the Young modulus and
Poisson ratio, respectively). A 2-fold reduction in sheet
conductivity is observed for films deposited on PDMS
as opposed to quartz, which we attribute to SWCNT

Figure 2. Optical transmittance spectra for (a) the metallic
SWCNT films and (b) the semiconducting SWCNT films. (c)
Transmittance as a function of film thickness, h, for the
metallic SWCNTs at the M11 resonance and (d) the semi-
conducting SWCNTs at 650 nm. The curves are fits to an
exponential decay.

Figure 3. (a) Complex sheet resistance as a function of
frequency, (b) sheet conductivity as a function of thickness,
and (c) transmittance as a function of sheet resistance for
the metallic films. (d�f) Analogous plots for the semicon-
ducting films. The real and imaginary parts are shown as
solid and dashed curves, respectively, in panels a and d. Fits
to eq2 in panels b ande are shownasdashed curves. Thefits
in panels c and f are based on the standard model of
conducting films described in the text, where cyan markers
in Figure 3c represent off-resonant extinction. Reflection
optical micrographs of the two film types are shown in
Figure 3b,e.
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network damage that occurs as a result of the swelling/
deswelling processes in the PDMS.9 When this factor
is applied to the data in Figure 3, we find reasonable
agreement with comparable measurements reported
by Green et al.23 For the relevant range of film thick-
nesses, reflection optical micrographs on transparent
substrates appear pink for the metallic films and green
for the semiconducting films due to constructive inter-
ference effects (insets, Figure 3b,e).
Our main interest here is the influence of strain on

flexible electronic performance, which is uninvesti-
gated for type-purified SWCNT films. Optical reflection
micrographs in Figure 4a show an unstrained SWCNT
film (left) and the same film under compression (right).
Figure 4b shows this same film imaged with transmis-
sion electron microscopy, where the dotted line de-
lineates the edge of the membrane. A higher magni-
fication TEM imageof the same film is shown in Figure 4c.
Variations in local film thickness are correlated with
density variations across wrinkled regions of the com-
pressed film. The underlyingmechanics of a similar pro-
cess are described in detail in two earlier contribu-
tions.9,10 Smaller bundles coarsen into larger bundles
aligned normal to the direction of the applied strain,
which gives the film a surface profile of dark regions
surrounded by lighter webs of interconnected bun-
dles. The wrinkling pattern in Figure 4a closely re-
sembles the behavior we previously observed for
length-purified mixed-type films9,10 and is strikingly
similar to the pattern predicted for the elasto-plastic
deformation of compressed stiff films on soft
substrates.30

An interesting question is how these structural
changes affect sheet conductivity. To address this, a
large number of films were deposited on prestrained
PDMS substrates and subjected to compression through
the release of the strain. The density profile of a com-
pressed film measured in TEM (Figure 4b,c) suggests
that the SWCNTs align normal to the direction of pre-
strain.9,10 Two pieces of the same film were thus de-
posited on each PDMS substrate; one oriented parallel
to the compression axis (x) and the other oriented
perpendicular (y). Gold electrodeswere thendeposited
on the surface of the film, as shown in Figure 4f. The
anisotropic sheet resistance was measured for films
prepared at 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 20%compressive strain
in the x�y (solid/dashed) plane for both metallic
(Figure 4d) and semiconducting (Figure 4e) films.
Statistically, for an ensemble of over 100 SWCNT films
prepared on over 50 different PDMS substrates, the
conductivity of the metallic films is more robust in res-
ponse to compression; 12% of strained metallic films
show >2� anisotropic loss of conductivity, compared
with 55% of strained semiconducting films. Both types
show the strongest anisotropy at thicknesses just in-
side the percolation region, where the networks will be
less developed and weaker.
These observations raise the question of durability

under cyclic strain, which we investigated for a 30 nm
metallic film and a 50nmsemiconducting film (Figure 5).
Both samples were prepared at 10% compressive strain
and then subjected to the strain sequence 7.5, 5, 0, 7.5,
5, 0, 7.5, 5, 0, 10% by repeatedly stretching and relaxing
the samples in a strain gauge (the 0% strain point in

Figure 4. (a) Reflection optical micrograph of an unstrained 35 nm thick semiconducting film on quartz (left) and the same
film on PDMS subjected to a 10% compressive strain (10 μm scale). (b) TEM image of the same film at 10% strain (2 μm scale).
The dotted curve delineates the edge of thefilm. (c) The samefilm viewedwith TEMat highermagnification (300 nm scale). (d)
Strain response of the sheet resistance for metallic films. (e) Strain response of the sheet resistance for semiconducting films.
(f) Typical film configuration showing the electrode pattern.
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Figure 5 corresponds to the independent measure-
ment in Figure 3). The resulting changes in conductiv-
ity are illustrated in Figure 5a and support the con-
clusion that cyclic strain has a larger impact on the
semiconducting films. From top to bottom, the optical
images in Figure 5 are taken at 10, 0, and 10% strain,
corresponding to cycle points 2, 8, and 12. Comparing
the top and bottom image in Figure 5b, the wrinkling
pattern is nearly unchanged. The semiconducting film
in Figure 5c exhibits a similar “memory”, but new topo-
graphy that emerges later in the cycle suggests con-
tinued structural change in the film. Insight into the
underlying mechanics follows from a simple scaling
analysis. In a linear elastic film, and to some approxima-
tion in a yielding SWCNT film, the characteristic wrink-
ling length scale is9,10 λ � hEf

1/3, where Ef is the Young
modulus of the film. Knowing the thickness ratio, and
computing the average wrinkling length scale from
optical micrographs, at 10% strain the modulus of the
semiconducting film is a factor of 0.2 smaller than that
of the metallic film, even though the semiconducting
film is a factor of 5 deeper into the (unstrained) percola-
tion regime. The loss of conductivity in the semicon-
ducting film (Figure 5a) would thus appear to be
accompanied by a significant loss in mechanical
rigidity.

CONCLUSIONS

SWCNT-polymer composites are of potential inter-
est for a broad range of emerging applications.31�34

Through impedance spectroscopy performed on flex-
ible SWCNT membranes deposited on elastic polymer
substrates, we have characterized the coupling be-
tween mechanical flexibility and electronic performa-
nce in thin metallic and semiconducting SWCNT films.
Optical transmittance as a function of sheet resistance
is consistent with high-quality films, which are well
characterized by the concept of percolation in quasi-
2D thin fibrous networks. The zero-strain percolation
threshold of the semiconducting films is approximately

half that of the metallic films, while the semiconduct-
ing films are more fragile, suggesting a possible differ-
ence in the nature of van der Waals contact forces in
the respective networks. Such forces play a critical role
in themechanical response of single-wall carbon nano-
tube networks.35�37 Although the length distribution
of the semiconducting SWCNTs is slightly broader than
that of the metallic SWCNTs (Supporting Information),
a broader width would be expected to increase the
percolation threshold,6 and the peak in the length dis-
tribution is relatively insensitive to electronic type. The
results we present here thus suggest that the metallic
filmsmake better flexible transparent conductive coat-
ings; they have higher conductivity/transmission and
are more durable.
Both films remember the initial wrinkling configura-

tion in subsequent cycles. Once a compressive strain is
applied, and the film responds by folding, the same
pattern persists through all future relaxation/compres-
sion cycles (Figure 5). In the case of the semiconducting
SWCNTs, this pattern becomes augmented by addi-
tional topography that is indicative of further plastic
change in the films. Since the microstructure of the
films is known to evolve as the film deforms,9,10 the
reproducibility of the pattern that emerges in the first
strain experiment is a combined consequence of the
initial quenched thickness fluctuations in the film and
any subsequent strain-induced changes in microstruc-
ture. Although there are plastic changes in the metallic
films, our data suggest that these occur primarily in the
first compression. Additionally, since conductivity in
the film only requires intimate electrical contact
across the network and not rigidity, physical contact
of plastically altered microstructural regions will be
sufficient to maintain electrical percolation, as long
as the interfacial conductivity is high. The interfacial
conductance of type-specific SWCNT contacts has
been measured38 and metallic�metallic contacts
do indeed show better conductivity. Evidence for
this can also be seen in Figure 4d, where there is a

Figure 5. (a) Cyclic strain history of sheet resistance for themetallic and semiconducting films, where the data are normalized
by the zero-strain values in Figure 3. (b) Reflection optical micrographs of the wrinkling topography under cyclic strain for a
30 nm thickmetallicfilm, and (c) analogous images for a 50 nm thick semiconductingfilm. The strain sequence in the images is
10, 0, and 10%, from top to bottom, where the semiconducting films show topographical change as indicated.
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compressive restoration of the conductivity above
10% strain for the metallic films. On the basis of all
of these observations, we suggest that metallic
SWCNT films are more durable as flexible transparent

conductors because (i) the metallic films themselves
are more mechanically robust and (ii) the impeda-
nce between contacted metallic SWCNT bundles is
smaller.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Sample Preparation. Polymer substrates of polydimethylsilox-

ane (PDMS)were prepared at a 10:1monomer/cross-linker ratio.
The two components were mixed, poured into a mold, and
placed in a vacuum oven for 1 h to remove air bubbles. Without
breaking vacuum, themold was then baked at 80 �C for 2 hours.
Substrates with dimensions 75mm� 25mm� 1.5mmwere cut
from the mold and cleaned with ethanol. The two ends of a
substrate were then clamped in a strain stage and a controlled
stretch was applied up to a specific strain. Two SWCNT pieces of
approximately 2 mm � 10 mm were cut from the filter paper
and placed SWCNT-face down onto the prestrained substrate,
one oriented with the long edge normal to the direction of
strain and the other oriented parallel. The sample was then
subjected to a gentle acetone wash over the course of 1 h to
remove the filter paper. This was followed by a 20 min ethanol
rinse to remove any residual surfactant, and the test specimen
was then placed in a vacuum for several hours to expedite
drying. Once dry, the strain on the substrate was carefully re-
leased at a controlled and consistent rate, compressing the two
films. The samplewas then positioned on amask andplaced in a
deposition chamber where 10 nm of chromium followed by
100 nm of gold was sputtered onto the sample without break-
ing vacuum (Figure 4f). Pieces of the SWCNT films were also
deposited in a similar manner on quartz to measure spectra,
scattering, and thickness.

Characterization. UV�vis�NIR spectroscopy was performed
on a commercial spectrometer, and optical transparency anal-
ysis was performed on an optical microscope equipped with a
spectrometer. Multiple spectra were captured at various loca-
tions across the surface of each film. An atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) configured in tapping mode was used to collect
several images at various points along the edges of each film,
and the thickness was determined by analyzing the quartz-
SWCNT step height normal to the edge. Impedance spectros-
copy, configured for a 2-probe capacitive frequency (CF) test
and calibrated against a 1.01 μF capacitor, was used to measure
the complex impedance spectra for each sample. The CF
measurement uses a 250 mV amplitude over the frequency
interval 1�1000 kHz. A reflection optical microscope was used
to collect images of all tested gaps, and these images were used
to compute geometrical factors to convert impedance to sheet
resistance. A 4-point probe was then used to measure the zero-
frequency sheet resistance of each sample, calibrated against
an ITO standard. This 4-point measurement was used for the
final calibration of each impedance trace from the low fre-
quency plateau in the real part of the response. For cyclic strain
experiments, opticalmeasurements of the in-plane geometry as
a function of strain were used to compute strain-dependent
geometric factors. Measurements of the conductivity of the
gold electrodes under cyclic strain showed negligible effects
associated with strain-induced changes in electrode structure,
contact, and topography. Static small-angle light scattering
measurements were performed with a 30 mW He�Ne laser
directed through unstrained films deposited on thin quartz. The
scattered light was imaged on a screen equipped with a beam
stop using a thermoelectrically cooled CCD, and measured
background scattering from the quartz substrate was sub-
tracted from the total intensity. The signal was then circularly
averaged and reduced by the thickness of the film. Increased
scattering in themetallic film (Figure 1d) is a consequence of the
shape of the real part of the dielectric response and the near-
resonant (M11) laser line.39 Unless otherwise indicated, error
bars are the size of the data markers and represent the max-
imum instance of two standard deviations in uncertainty.

To image themembranes with transmission electronmicro-
scopy (TEM), SWCNT films on quartz or PDMS were first coated
with evaporated Pt/C at a shadowing angle of approximately
26� (the height of an object is thus half of the length of its
shadow). A thin evaporated coating of carbon was then applied
at normal incidence. To detach the decorated nanotube mem-
branes from the supporting substrates, a drop of aqueous
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) solution was placed on the film, allowed
to dry overnight at 55 �C, and then removed the following day.
Slow removal of the PAA typically resulted in a clean detach-
ment of the membrane from the substrate. The detached
sample was then placed PAA side down onto a water bath,
dissolving the PAA and floating the SWCNT membrane on the
water surface. After gentle washing, the film was retrieved on a
copper 600 mesh grid. TEM was performed using a Philips
EM400T operated at 120 kV in bright-field mode with an
objective aperture to enhance contrast. Images were recorded
with a Cantega 2k CCD camera. In this mode, the darkness of a
point in the image is correlated to the total mass (integrated
thickness) at that location.
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